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How to Cheat in 3ds Max 2011: Get Spectacular Results FastFocal Press, 2010

	THE TECHNIQUES DESCRIBED in this book assume a basic
	grasp of 3ds Max. But with so many options to choose
	from, it’s easy to get lost in all the tools, buttons, and
	menus.


	Not all features are created equal. This chapter goes over
	the fundamentals of 3ds Max with an eye toward the
	most important tools and how you...
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Foundation Dreamweaver MXFriends of Ed, 2003

	Macromedia Dreamweaver MX merges the faultless visual layout tools of Dreamweaver and the powerful yet easy-to-use database integration offered by UltraDev into a product that is simply the most vital piece of software any web designer can own.


	Unlike many other books, Foundation Dreamweaver MX concentrates on both sides...
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ArcPy and ArcGIS: Geospatial Analysis with PythonPackt Publishing, 2015

	Use the ArcPy module to automate the analysis and mapping of geospatial data in ArcGIS


	About This Book

	
		Perform GIS analysis faster by automating tasks, such as selecting data or buffering data, by accessing GIS tools using scripting
	
		Access the spatial data contained within shapefiles and...
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Git Version Control Cookbook: Leverage version control to transform your development workflow and boost productivity, 2nd EditionPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		A series of practical recipes to simplify the Git learning experience and increase your productivity when using Git version control

	
		Key Features

		
			Explore practical recipes to use Git's most advanced features
	
			Learn how Git references its objects and how history is...
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Windows Vista Annoyances: Tips, Secrets, and HacksO'Reilly, 2008
Windows Vista may be the next big thing, but it still contains enough quirks and unaccountable behaviors to vex anyone. This unique guide not only discusses the most irritating features of the latest Microsoft operating system and how to get around them, but also explains how to improve Windows and do more with the software than Microsoft intended....
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MEL Scripting for Maya Animators, Second Edition (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Computer Graphics)Morgan Kaufmann, 2005
Trying to learn Maya programming from the documentation can be daunting whether or not you are a programmer. The first edition of MEL Scripting for Maya Animators earned the reputation as the best introductory book on MEL, Mayas scripting language. Now fully revised and updated, the second edition also includes new features, such as a...
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AppleScript Studio Programming for the Absolute BeginnerCourse Technology PTR, 2006

	Welcome to AppleScript Studio Programming for the Absolute Beginner. Apple-Script Studio is a collection of tools that work together to create a powerful application development environment that supports the development of native Mac OS X applications. AppleScript Studio supports the creation of graphical desktop applications using the...
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jQuery 2.0 Animation Techniques: Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2013

	Bring your websites to life with animations using jQuery


	Overview

	
		Get going with jQuery's animation methods and build a toolkit of ready-to-use animations using jQuery 2.0
	
		Over 50 detailed examples on different types of web page animations
	
		Create both simple and complex...
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Instant Website Optimization for Retina Displays How-toPackt Publishing, 2013

	Learning simple techniques which will make your website look stunning on high-definition Retina Displays


	Overview

	
		Learn something new in an Instant! A short, fast, focused guide delivering immediate results
	
		Create high-resolution graphics for websites.
	
		Learn to create...
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Beginning Ajax with PHP: From Novice to ProfessionalApress, 2006
Ajax  breathes new life into web applications by transparently communicating and manipulating data in conjunction with a server-based technology. Of all the server-based technologies capable of working in conjunction with Ajax, perhaps none are more suitable than PHP, the world's most popular scripting language.

Beginning Ajax with...
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Learn Unity3D Programming with UnityScript: Unity's JavaScript for BeginnersApress, 2014

	Learn Unity Programming with UnityScript is your step-by-step guide to learning to make your first Unity games using UnityScript. You will move from point-and-click components to fully customized features. You need no prior programming knowledge or any experience with other design tools such as PhotoShop or Illustrator - you can...
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Learning Google Apps ScriptPackt Publishing, 2016

	Key Features

	
		Gain insight into customizing and automating Google applications with JavaScript
	
		Create add-ons for Google Sheets, Docs, or Forms; automate your workflow; integrate with external APIs; and more.
	
		A step-by-step guide to building real-world solutions



	Book...
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